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ABSTRACT

As part of an ongoing research into extracting mission-critical information from Search and Rescue speech communications, a corpus of unscripted, goal-oriented, two-party spoken conversations has been designed and collected. The Sheffield Search and Rescue (SSAR) corpus comprises about 12 hours of data from 96 conversations by 24 native speakers of British English with a southern accent. Each conversation is about a collaborative task of exploring and estimating a simulated indoor environment. The task has carefully been designed to have a quantitative measure for the amount of exchanged information about the discourse subject. SSAR includes different layers of annotations which should be of interest to researchers in a wide range of human/human conversation understanding as well as automatic speech recognition. It also provides an amount of data for analysis of multiple parallel conversations around a single subject. The SSAR corpus is available for research purposes.

Index Terms— conversational speech corpus, goal-oriented conversation, spoken language understanding, automatic speech recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed significant improvements in the technology of automatic speech recognition. This has led to new interests in both academic and commercial worlds into the processing of natural spoken conversations and ultimately assimilation of their information content. By far the most common place to find such interest is in tracking meetings, analysing customer service calls and extracting their valuable information (such as topics discussed, decisions made, customer satisfaction) for management purposes. However recently, some attentions have been drawn into the role of processing speech communication channels in more critical and challenging application domains such as emergency services (fire, ambulance, etc.) and crisis intervention centres to provide valuable situational knowledge for better decision-makings [1].

Despite the existence of language resource agencies such as LDC\(^1\) and ELRA\(^2\), limited natural human/human spoken data is available for research purposes due to issues such as privacy, copyright or signal quality. For Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) tasks, the situation is even worse. The construction of understanding systems using statistical approaches requires suitable annotated data. For measuring the performance of the information extraction systems, it would be ideal if each conversation contains a quantitative amount of information about the discourse subject. In addition, due to the diverse nature of understanding tasks, datasets often needed to be tailor-made to their specific needs.

Since 1990, when the term SLU was coined by ATIS project [2], a variety of speech corpora has been collected. Whilst the majority of these corpora were designed for the more constrained task of human/machine interactions, some notable attempts such as Switchboard [3] and Fisher [4] provide a good amount of two-party human/human conversational speech data. They have been extensively used in their original targeted research areas of speech and speaker recognition rather than speech understanding or information extraction. Call-Home [5] and Call-Friend [6] were collected in response to the need for more natural and multilingual/accented conversational speech data. In the context of crisis response, the PRONTO corpus [7] (in German) was collected from voice communications in exercise missions by the Dortmund Fire Department, Germany. The collection is needed to be tailor-made to their specific needs.

\(^1\)Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC): www.ldc.upenn.edu

\(^2\)European Language Resources Association (ELRA): www.elra.info
dialogue behaviours. However, they are less concerned about the information content of dialogues about the discourse subject.

This paper presents a new corpus of unscripted, goal-oriented, two-party spoken conversations which has been designed, recorded and transcribed as part of an ongoing research into extracting mission-critical information from speech communication channels within the Search and Rescue (SAR) context [13, 14]. The Sheffield Search and Rescue (SSAR) was made based on an abstract communication model between First Responders (FRs) and Task Leaders (TLs) during search process in a crisis response training scenario. Each conversation is concerned with a cooperative task of exploring a simulated indoor environment by FR and estimating a topological map of the environment by TL via asking FR about their observations. While the dialogues are spontaneous and participants were free to talk about the simulated environment, an implicit constraint is applied to these conversations by the task and the environment structure as the discourse subject. The environment structure has carefully been designed in order to have a quantitative measure for the amount of exchanged information in each conversation about the discourse subject. The level of map estimation accuracy by a TL can be expressed as the information content of the conversation.

The SSAR corpus is available for research purposes. The full instruction on reproducing the recording setup together with simulated environments are also released which allows future attempts in the expansion of this speech corpus.

2. CONVERSATION TASK DESIGN

2.1. Conversation scenario

Speech communications in the SAR context is a good example of human/human conversation. It is a complex communication scenario with the principal intention of exchanging information between rescue agents and synchronizing their knowledge about an incident scene. Fig. 1 illustrates an abstract model of the communications between FRs and TLs using a pictographic visual language introduced in [15]. In this model, the FRs' goal is to explore the environment and report their observations back to the control hub to update the TL's knowledge about the incident scene. This abstract model was used to design the underlying task for the SSAR conversations.

The SSAR task involves two participants in the roles of an FR and a TL. To simulate a remote conversation, they are located in separate quiet rooms. Wearing headsets, the TL is able to hear FRs reports and talk back for asking or confirming any required information. The FR is the main speaker in this task and speaks most of the times reporting to the TL about the incident scene, their observations and actions. Given pen and paper and just relying on these explanations, the TL is asked to make an estimation of the structure of simulated environment by drawing nodes to represent rooms/locations and links between them to show how they might be connected to each other. The TL is also asked to annotate each node by writing down some of the key features (e.g. room type and its condition, or key objects and their characteristics) about each location in a way that each node can be identified from the others. The final goal is to have an estimated topological map of the incident scene.

2.2. Simulated environment and maps design

Inspired by the simulation training systems (e.g. FLAMESIM [16]) which are being used by some fire departments to practice their communication performance and decision making, a simulated indoor environment was designed and built in Unity 3D game engine [17]. The designed simulation system is similar to a first-person-shooter 3D game in which a participant can explore the simulated environment by moving an avatar around using arrow keys on the keyboard. Fig. 2 shows a user-view of the simulated environment.

In the SSAR task, the conversations are centered around transferring enough information about the environment from FR to the TL in order to describe its general structure. This indicates that the design of the environment map is of particular importance because, more complex is the structure, more information is required to be transferred over speech channel during a successful conversation. In other words, the struc-
tural complexity of an environment map can affect the information content of a conversation.

An approach for studying the complexity and information stored in a structure is to describe it as a graph. A generic structural model has been used to make the environment maps clear and not too complicated to describe. In this model, each structure comprises numbers of square rooms which can be connected to each other by doors. These structure of connected rooms can easily be symbolized by an undirected graph which its nodes represent the rooms and links between them indicate the doorways. While all the rooms have an identical square shape, different objects and arrangements inside them give a unique identity to each.

The graph entropy, which is commonly used as the structural information content and the complexity of a graph [18, 19], is used to design four different map settings with a range of complexity. The topological structure of these four map settings are shown in Fig. 3. Each map setting consists of fix number of 8 rooms. Some maps have multiple rooms with the same type: for example Map2 has two bedrooms; however, different objects and arrangements inside them gives a unique identity to each. In total 13 different types of indoor locations (RoomTypes), such as kitchen, bedroom or computer lab, were simulated in all four map settings.

Various types of ambient noises (e.g. fire noise, washing machine noise, boiler room noise, etc.) were also simulated which the FR can hear in stereo form to provide a realistic experience. The TL can also hear these background noises in the FR’s environment with a -20dB level difference and in mono in order to simulate a natural telephone conversation.

Fig. 3. (a) The topological structure of four different map settings (Map1-4) which were explored by each participant; (b) corresponding top-view image of each map which are overlaid with the motion trajectory of a participant and her viewing directions (small arrows) at each time.

3. SSAR CORPUS RECORDING

Recordings were performed in two separate quiet rooms for avoiding external acoustic disturbances and crosstalk between the two speakers’ voice. Fig. 4 illustrates a schematic of this setup (top) and a photo was taken from two participants while starting a recording session (bottom). The participants performed the experiment behind the closed doors by communicating with each other through the simulated remote communication system. A MOTU-896Mk3 [20] audio interface/mixer was used to provide the simulated communication system by mixing the participants voices and the background environment noise with their appropriate loudness levels for each speaker. This interface system, together with Audacity [21] software, was used for A/D conversion and recording the speakers’ voice and the simulated environment noise on four separate channels; one channel for each participant and two for environment noise (i.e. stereo). Other information about participants’ motion trajectories, actions, and list of objects in their field of view in the environment were logged in a computer readable text file.

Each recording was started by the participant in the role of an FR by pressing a connect button in the simulation GUI. A maximum time for each map was estimated based on some practice recordings during the process of the conversation task design. Maximum tasks duration were set as 6, 7, 8 and 8 minutes for Map1, Map2, Map3 and Map4 respectively. In order to motivate the participants to explore and explain the maps accurately, they were offered an additional cash reward to their volunteering fee for estimating each map correctly. The majority of the participants explored the entire area of each map and there were just about 12.5% who could not manage to visit all the rooms in the limited time. In all experiments, the structure of the explored area of the environment was correctly estimated by the TLs. Fig. 5 presents a hand drawing example of the Map4 estimated by a participant. Correct estimation of the visited areas confirms that the amount of exchanged information through voice channel is sufficient for a human subject to estimate the structure the visited parts of the environment.
4. TRANSCRIPTION AND ANNOTATION

The segmentation and transcription are generated automatically in a first round based on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) transcriptions of clean speech data. The ASR system used for the first round transcription was accessed through webASR [22]. Its outputs were then reformatted to XML files compatible with Transcriber [23] for an accurate manual transcription. Then the segmentations and transcriptions were revised by a trained native English speaker in a format compatible with the rules in the AMI corpus [24]. Fig. 6 presents some sections of a conversation between an FR and a TL as an example of the conversations and their transcripts.

Each transcription file has been included with the recording meta-data comprising subjects’ gender, age and accent region together with information about the map setting, starting room and conversation duration. More detailed information about each recording has also been provided in a separate TASK-INFO text file. The corpus perplexity against a standard Switchboard 3-gram Language Model (LM) was 173. About 11% of utterances contain at least a token indicating aspiration, cough/throat clearing, laugh or other prominent vocal noises.

5. CORPUS DESCRIPTION

SSAR is a medium size multi-speaker corpus with 96 two-party goal-oriented spoken conversations lasting from 6 to 8 minutes duration (averaging ~7.25 minutes) each. A total of 24 native British English speakers (66.6% Male) with a southern accent (self-reported) participated in the recording. All the participants were recruited as paid volunteers through the Sheffield-student-volunteers system. The corpus totals about 12 hours of speech data and ~80K words of manual transcription with ~16K vocabulary size, ~11K utterances and ~1K dialogue turns. Each speaker’s clean speech and the environment noise are available on separate channels. This enables the researchers to have more control over the background noise by altering the noise level or even removing or replacing it with other noises.

Aligned with these recordings other information about the participants’ locations, actions and objects in their field of view in the environment are available on computer readable log-files. This information can be used as a form of conceptual annotation for the conversations. Multiple layers of annotations in this corpus would be of interest to researchers in a wide range of human/human conversation understanding tasks as well as ASR. The SSAR corpus also provides an adequate amount of data for analysis of multiple parallel conversations around a single subject. The current version does not include dialogue act tagging annotation. The spoken conversations have many of the characteristics of spontaneous spoken language such as disfluencies, false starts, and colloquial pronunciations.

6. CONCLUSION

New interests are emerging in both academic and commercial worlds into the processing of natural spoken conversations and automatic extraction of their information content. This has led to a demand for new speech corpora of unscripted, goal-oriented, meaningful spoken conversations. Corpora of human-human conversations are required that each dialogue is guaranteed to contain a quantitative amount of information explaining a particular discourse subject. We are publishing the Sheffield Search and Rescue corpus in response to this need. The SSAR corpus is available for research purposes. The full instruction on reproducing the recording setup together with simulated environments are released to encourage future attempts in the expansion of this speech corpus.
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